
ECO-CLEANING-TABS

Avoid plastic waste!
REUSE USED SPRAY BOTTLES
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UP TO 100 % REDUCED 
PLASTIC GARBAGE

RAW MATERIALS FROM 100 % NATU-
RAL ORIGIN

95 % LESS TRANSPORT WEIGHT

REDUCTION OF CO2 EMISSIONS

PLASTIC MOULD
AVOID!

BIOBAULA
®

Markus Winkler RESULTS IN UP TO 3 LITRES 
CLEANING AGENT

for a better world



Mitte innen

SAD FACTS:

By 2050, three times as much plastic 
could be floating in the ocean than 
Fish!

Every German produces an average 
of 37 kg of plastic waste per year. 
(only from packaging waste!)

Plastic production accounts for 
around 8 % of global oil production. 
By 2050, the figure could be as high 
as 20 %.

Our oceans are an unbearable environment 
for flora and fauna due to the enormous 
amounts of plastic. 
...and I‘ve become a part of it.

Projects such as „fishing the garbage out of 
the sea“ bring only a tiny percentage of all-
eviating the problem. But all these actions do 
not fight the cause!

With BIOBAULA - the patented 
Eco-Cleaner-Tabs, we have faced this  
enormous plastic problem - with success!

BIOBAULA
®

for a better world

ECO-CLEANER-TABS

BIOBAULA offers a completely new way to 
buy cleaning products.

We do not use any kind of plastic and sup-
port the active protection of the environ-
ment by reuse of used spray bottle.

We take our drive from the terrible facts that 
all the plastic of our world does to us. That 
is why we offer everyone the opportunity to 
actively help and protect!

We do not use 100 % plastic packaging, nor 
do we provide the ready-to-use product, 
which greatly reduces transport emissions.

With BIOBAULA you buy only the 
Cleaner tabs and obtained by 
add water a full-fledged cleaning agent.  
In addition, all BIOBAULA-TABS 100 %  
organic degradable and ecologically 
sound.

Help us to protect our environment and 
clean your home with us. 

BIOBAULA.

OUR TABS
BIOBAULA KITCHEN is a 
product with a high 
Fat dissolving power.

BIOBAULA ALL PURPOSE 
dissolves quickly,
is pH-neutral and removes 
everyday dirt in the twink-
ling of an eye.

BIOBAULA BAD has a for-
mula that has been specially 
developed for cleaning toilet 
and bathroom surfaces.

BIOBAULA FLOORS  
eliminates with its special 
formula even stubborn dirt 
residue-free.

BIOBAULA GLAS is ideal for 
cleaning glass, windows and 
mirror surfaces. Even when 
heavily soiled, BIOBAULA 
GLAS leaves nothing but 
streak-free cleanliness.


